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On the night of Comic Relief
About time I gave the bitch in question some beef
Right now I'm on the edge of leaving
But then in the end it's Dad who'll be grieving 
Cause the bitch will pay 
Can someone tell me why?
Do I have to cry?
While the New Era runs awry
In The End the bitch will die! 

Yes we're one step towards the end
But not the end of my raving and going round the bend
It'll be the concrete end of the reign
Of the New Era as after all some blood will stain
Right now cause it can't be avoided
Now suddenly loyalties are divided
Just look at all the shit that's provided

And they expect me to accept this?
Sorry folks I'm more like to just piss
All over this fucking shite
That's gonna happen in spite
Of all the 'good' that's happened lately????
None of us would like to date Stephen Gately

This is what's gonna happen guys
And this time we aint telling no lies
Someone will get shot
I'll take you for all you've got
You took me out of my own
Just to have a bone (shag)
Twice a week
Damn why have I acted like a freak
The Era is so weak

And no I'm not staying quiet
No sir I'm ready for the fight
And the Era's future don't look mother fuckin' bright
Hardly as Wack will trample all over you

Just like you did on me to start 
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Little did you realise Dad I do have a heart
And I'm awakened to the noise of a dart
Planted right in the heart
Of the 'bond' that will break
Sooner than later and I'm not rapping fake.
Shit now, this is the way it's got to go down
Well I'm not being wound
Up anymore, as I'll be homeward bound
And back here you'll be picking the pieces
You will need new leases
Of life just to shut up the sadness
I think it would be best
If you take the zest
Of this crap and shove it!

Wack's had it with this now
This aint my final bow
Nor have me & Dad had our final row
That'll be after I break those selfish fags bond like a
twig

Desperate is what I maybe
I know what I see
Everything is saying do it cause I'm M to the C

I'm going one step closer to the edge but I won't
depend 
On the the fact we're one step closer to the end!
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